
Do I need to be a Fintech client to use EZorder? Yes, in order for us to collect your product 
information for EZorder, you will need to process your alcohol invoice payments through 
Fintech. 

Is the “$10 to $15” pricing for EZorder per month, week, or order? The pricing for EZorder will 
be per site, per month. This means that you will pay $10-$15 every month for every retail 
location that receives alcohol. We’ll work with you to determine the precise cost upon 
enrollment. 

Is there an annual contract to use EZorder? EZorder users will sign an annual contract for use, 
however, the billing will be addressed monthly. 

Is EZorder only for restaurants? No, EZorder was built for Fintech clients across many retail 
verticals and is beneficial for any business that orders alcohol.

If I have a small property or only one location, does EZorder make sense for me? EZorder is 
designed to make life easier for retailers of all shapes and sizes. If you’re looking for a 
solution that will simplify alcohol ordering, maintain your order history, remove challenges 
associated with manager turnover, and save hours of time each week, then EZorder makes 
sense for you!

Is EZorder only for beer or wine? EZorder can be used for any of your alcohol, including beer, 
wine, and spirits!  

What distributors will I be able to order from using EZorder? Because we pull information 
directly from your current processing, you will be able to place orders with any distributor 
you pay through Fintech. Once live, EZorder will display every distributor and product that 
you’ve processed with through Fintech in the last year. All you need to do is enter the email 
address for the distributor sales representative who will receive the orders. 

Do you have every distributor's inventory built into EZorder? EZorder was designed to simplify 
your ordering process, as the majority of retail alcohol orders are reoccurring, we only 
show the products you’ve ordered in the last year, while also making it easy to order new or 
different products.
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How large of a wine selection do you hold? We are providing you with your actual order 
history, so the variety you see will be based on your purchases. There is no limit to the 
number of wines, or any other product, that you can see and order.  

If a distributor sales rep sends us their product list and the price is lower than what is shown 
on EZorder, how will the price be adjusted? How will the application account for discounts, 
promotions, or special case pricing? EZorder displays prices based on the last price paid for 
each product, it’s important to remember that these prices are meant to be an estimate and 
are listed for your convenience – the distributor does not receive a copy of the estimated 
price that we have associated with your order. EZorder will not change the way you 
communicate with your distributors today, when your order includes items eligible for 
a promotion, your distributor will contact you directly. In the future, EZorder will have a 
feature that allows distributors to communicate promotions and discounts directly through 
the application.  

What if I do not know which distributor delivers one of my products? No problem! With EZorder, 
we’ll show you all the items you’ve purchased from all your distributors. When you choose 
an item, we’ll automatically send it to the distributor that you ordered it from last.

What if I would like to order a new product but don’t know which distributor it comes from? For 
a location to order a new product they will need to know which distributor sells it. Today, 
without EZorder, this is typically done by communicating with your sales representatives 
to find out who sells the product.  With EZorder, you can keep your process the same or 
you can include your question in the notes section, and it will be delivered to each of your 
distributors. 

How do we designate product sizes? For example, kegs, 1/4 barrels, bottles, etc. The product size 
for each item will be shown in the description area. If the keg, bottle, or case icon is blue, you 
can toggle between size options before adding items to your cart.

Can pars be shown on the order form? Currently, no, however we do have future plans to add 
this functionality.  

Will I have the ability to assign sizes to specific items? For example, labeling a particular wine by-
the-glass or by-the-bottle, etc. This is a functionality we will explore in the future.

Will the categorization of product according to its barcode be fixed? If there is a mistake, will I be 
able to correct it? Categorization is fixed and based on the way the item has been processed 
through Fintech previously. If you feel that an item has been miscoded, you can provide 
feedback and we’ll look into whether the item categorization should be updated.

Are there different user levels that provide different rights to add items or place orders? In August, 
EZorder will have different user levels, including an “admin” who can control which items 
are displayed, while still allowing the location level users to place orders. Some concepts 
may wish to control orders at the corporate level to promote brand consistency, while others 
may allow each site to monitor their own orders.
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How would we send for our manager’s approval before actually placing the order? With the 
“admin” feature, managers will be able to review, edit, and submit orders.

If we consolidate orders for multiple distributors, does EZorder notify us if we are below any 
minimum delivery amounts to avoid ordering fees? In August, retailers will be able to enter a 
minimum order amount and receive a notification if they attempt to place an order before 
meeting that limit.

Will I receive a confirmation when orders are placed? You’ll receive a consolidated order 
summary when you place orders through EZorder. We’re also working to implement 
functionality that will allow you to view email confirmations in one place, which will be 
released later this year.  

Can orders be sent to multiple people within the distributorship? Yes, you can enter more than 
one email address into each distributor contact field.

How do I receive a copy of an invoice showing the price after I’ve placed an order? Once an 
order is delivered, you can review your invoices on the Bank Activity Report on Fintech 
Management Suite (FMS™). If you need assistance finding this report, contact our Client 
Support team at 800-572-0854 option 1.

How will EZorder affect the timing of my deliveries? EZorder will not interfere with the timing 
of your deliveries. You can use EZorder to send a message to your distributor requesting 
a specific date when you place your orders. You’ll work directly with your distributors to 
schedule each delivery. 

If I receive an order that’s incorrect, who do I contact? You will handle order discrepancies the 
same way you do now by contacting the distributor directly. The advantage provided by 
EZorder is that you will have a solid record of what was ordered, including the product name 
and distributor product number. 

Will the orders be billed by order total or by distributor? EZorder allows you to place one single 
order, then automatically routes the products to the correct distributors individually. Your 
invoices will come through Fintech from each distributor, the same way it occurs now.

If I no longer need an order, can I cancel it through EZorder? Currently, there’s no way to cancel 
an order through EZorder. If you need to cancel an order you will need to contact your 
distributor directly. 

Will EZorder integrate with our inventory system, and will it have any shelf-to-sheet tools we 
can use to count inventory? Fintech currently manages over 700 different file integrations 
into back office and accounting systems for our PaymentSource® clients. While EZorder 
does not currently interface with any specific inventory systems, we plan to work on these 
integrations in the future, as needed.

How will EZorder work with state-controlled ABC stores? Currently, EZorder cannot be used for 
state ABC stores.
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